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Elite Iron introduces the new LITE REVOLUTION BIPOD at the 2018 Las 
Vegas SHOT Show at Booth 20311. 

Las Vegas, NV / January 23, 2018 - The new LITE REVOLUTION BIPOD is a 
result of ongoing Elite Iron research and development of better alternatives to the 
traditional bipod. The efforts have resulted in a tougher, newer, shorter, and 
lighter version of the bipod that more effectively provides smaller rifles (such as 
assault rifles) the same benefits of superior design, stability and adaptability as 
larger rifles for today’s tactical, competition, and recreational shooting activities.  

The LITE REVOLUTION BIPOD has the same strong design as the original with 
no exposed springs or cheaply made stamped parts. Its legs and tube stems are 
made of 7075 aluminum and leg locks are made of T3 hard-coat anodized 
aluminum. Simply stated, the legs are mated more perfectly to a smaller rifle 
because they are shorter at 5.75 inches from the center of the circular mount 
making for a lower profile rather than the 7 inches of the standard Elite Iron 
REVOLUTION BIPOD. With the LITE REVOLUTION BIPOD, a smaller rifle can 
also revolve 360° around the rifle barrel maintaining the axes to move left to right 
and up and down. Legs can also be locked at 450 forward as well as 450 
backward and at 00 forward or 00 backward parallel to the barrel. With the LITE 
REVOLUTION BIPOD panning model, the rifle can additionally traverse from 10 
to 2 o’clock with incredible stability. And any desired shooting position can be 
held stable by simply hand-tightening the torsion nut on the mount, locking the 
bipod in place.  



Elite Iron makes weapon and sound suppressor solutions that provide superior 
target acquisition, accuracy, custom caliber capability, and sound reduction for 
elite marksmen, hunters, and serious shooters. Our newest and original patented 
REVOLUTION BIPODs are the most advanced, practical design in bipods that 
provides the very best adaptive, accurate, and strong shooting platforms 
available anywhere in the world. Our Elite Iron stainless steel and titanium 
suppressors are stronger, quieter, and lighter and are available in 22LR to 
.50BMG. And Elite Iron also makes suppressor wraps for mirage mitigation and 
heat protection to fit all Elite Iron suppressors and most others. 

Visit Elite Iron at Booth 20311 at the 2018 SHOT Show in Las Vegas 
January 23 through 26. Elite Iron is headquartered in Potomac, Montana. The 
company is a premier designer and manufacturer of sound suppressor solutions, 
bipods and other firearm accessories and maintains a dealer network throughout 
the United States. We proudly serve both shooting enthusiasts and professionals 
who require high performance equipment for serious shooting sports, law 
enforcement, and military applications. For more information, please contact 
Kathy Poling by phone at 406.244.0234 or by email at info@eliteiron.com and 
visit our website online at www.eliteiron.com.		


